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Abstract 

MANETs are mobile, self-configuring networks of wireless mobile devices 

without an infrastructure. The operation of a MANET is affected by move

ment of the nodes. Because of the movement MANETs need to rely on 

robust routing protocols. We focus our investigation on the impact of move

ment patterns on operation of a MANET. Of particular interest are linear 

movement patterns similar to those observed in some man-made objects. We 

investigate the operation of a MANET under four different linear movement 

patterns by simulating a MANET running AODV routing protocol. The best 

results were obtained with nodes moving perpendicularly to the geographical 

direction of packet forwarding. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

A network which links several devices and relies on radio signal frequency 

is known as a wireless network. A MANET (i.e. Mobile Ad Hoc Network) 

is connected by links that do not rely on wiring and is basically a network 

which consists of self-reliant mobile nodes, that configure their settings on 

their own. The devices on this wireless network move freely in any direction 

and links among these devices change frequently. Such networks fall into the 

category of wireless networks with no infrastructure, for they do not have 

any requirement regarding infrastructure during the deployment. 

The study of wireless networks can be done by performing simulations 

which can help to better understand the behavior of various protocols central 

to routing, for example in the case of MANETs, DSR and AODV, with 
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performance metrics of delay and throughput [3]. 

The dynamic movement pattern that nodes of networks follow influences 

the networks performance. Different movement patterns are categorized with 

respect to the mobility models. Examples of realistic models that have been 

suggested include obstacle mobility and pathway mobility [1]. In these mod

els there are pre-determined pathways and obstacles, which determine the 

movement of nodes and propagation of signals in a wireless network. 

A significant limitation of such models is that they have not taken into 

account the patterns of node movement in the network. Linear node move

ment occurs in practice in man-made systems. Examples of these include: 

movement of machines on a factory floor, bus routes following a city grid, 

and most interestingly some plane routes. For example, typical flight corri

dors for transatlantic flights show close to parallel paths of nodes (planes) as 

illustrated in Figure 1.1. In this research we present the results of investiga

tion into different mobility models with practical applications for MANETs. 

Instead of using the most common random mobility (exemplified by setdest 

in ns2) we propose moving nodes along mostly straight paths, possibly ad

justing direction periodically. Such a movement pattern should be easier 

to realize in practice as the nodes would be moving essentially following a 

predefined track, like a train moving on rails between two stations back and 

forth. 
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Figure 1. 1: North Atlantic Tracks for the east bound crossing on the evening 
of May 4, 2006 (from Wikipedia [11]) 

1.2 Project Description 

The main objectives for this report are: 

1. Implementing different random movement patterns with some con

straints on movement. 

2. Comparing the performance of four selected linear movement patterns 

with the SETDEST movement generator as a base case under the 

packet delivery metric. 
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1.3 Organization of the- report 

Chapter 2 introduces MANET and provides some details in DSR and 

AODV as routing protocols that are used in MANET. This followed by 

a description of the simulation. Also, the mobility movement pattern 

and models are introduced. Chapter 3 starts with an introduction to 

setdest as a base case for our investigation followed by a description of 

the four selected linear movement patterns and how they are generated. 

Chapter 4 presents the analysis for the four selected linear movement 

patterns with a comparison with the setdest. The results are evaluated 

and presented. Chapter 5 represents a summary of the observations in 

this report and discusses the topics for future work. 
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Chapter 2 

Background 

This chapter provides an overview of a Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET). 

Section 2.1 introduces the MANET in detail. Section 2.2 describes sample 

routing protocols used in MANET, DSR and AODV. Section 2.3 introduces 

the simulation environment for our experiment and its characteristics. Sec

tions 2.4 and 2.5 describe the movement mobility pattern and models. 

2.1 MANET 

A MANET is comprised of interconnected nodes, which make use of commu

nication paths that are allowing multi-hop activity. The networks in ques

tion, create on their own, administer on their own and organize on their own. 

They offer distinct advantages and are versatile for some particular applica

tions and environments. There are no fixed or prerequisite base stations or 
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infrastructures; therefore, their creation usage is not an issue and can occur 

at any given point in time, at any place in time. MANET's at times have 

a fault-resilient nature, given that they are not operating any restrictions 

found in a topology that's not flexible and fixed in nature, devices freely 

move in any direction and links among them are changed frequently. The 

deletion and addition of the nodes in question, can only take place by means 

of exchange with a given set of other nodes [13]. 

Such networks, like the ones being discussed, have numerous advantages 

where there is little or no feasibility in creating wired line networks. It is 

benefits such as these that have resulted in the military playing close atten

tion, along with the police, rescue agencies and other hostile or disorganized 

environments. 

The notion that MANET was created for the purpose of broadening 

and extending the service given by the Internet for the purpose of making 

it practical in a wireless scenario. This report considers the MANET as the 

wireless extension of the Internet. 

The Internet today possesses a static infrastructure where the elements 

in the network are inter-connected over the wire-line technology; note that in 

this case the factors, in specific the ones that supply a switching or routing 

functionality, are stationary. This is in contrast to a MANET, where all 

network elements are in motion [9]. 

Another important factor to consider is that the nodes mobility presents 

limits on power capacity, which directly affects the transmission range. For 
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portability the nodes must satisfy stringent weight limitations. Furthermore, 

the hosts do not serve as simple end systems, they play a part in relaying 

packets created through other nodes. This means that every node must have 

the capability to function as a router. 

Taking into account the user applications communication needs, wireless 

mediums that have only a given bandwidth and suffer from transmission 

issues, supply added hindrances in terms of the administration along with 

the manner in which information is exchanged. The only solution to all 

these problems is effective routing. As mobile ad hoc networks are becoming 

more common, complex applications and the different value of performance 

characteristics for the given situations has to be satiated in the capacity of a 

predetermined requirement of the service [14]. Even with that, since there is 

a hike in the usage of ad hoc, along with an augmentation in the commercial 

elements associated with such networks, problems with security that pop up 

must be catered to. But these problems are not outside the bounds of this 

assessment. 

With an ever growing number of people now accepting MANET i.e. ad 

hoc networks, in terms of various area i.e. battle field simulations, disaster 

recovery, collaborative computing, conference room etc. the need that relies 

on such networks has grown exponentially. 

Efficient routing algorithm creation has become a core need because of 

the same reason. Understanding and fulfilling this need has complications 

attached to it, mostly because of a wire need for infrastructure that is fixed 
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in nature. 

The lack of a proper infrastructure that remains fixed means that ad 

hoc nodes need to communicate with one another in a direct manner i.e. 

following a peertopeer pattern [14]. 

Note that nodes mobility presents limits on their power capacity and 

also the range of transmission. It is important to remember a mobile host is 

no longer just a simple end system. Therefore, every node needs to have the 

capability to act in the capacity of a router, along with the ability to send 

packets forward which have been created through other nodes. Also note that 

the resulting topology changes as nodes move and must be communicated to 

the rest of the nodes to ensure the information on topology is up to date for 

routing purposes. Nonetheless, the user applications' communication needs, 

the usually hostile transmission properties, and the limits on the bandwidth 

of wireless channels all present more pressure in terms of the type, size and 

occurrence of data that is to be sent back and forth. This basically outlines 

the fact that a large hindrance for MANET stems from efficient routing [9]. 

MANET research has gained ground due to the fact that it uses small 

and relatively inexpensive wireless communication devices. Taking into ac

count the fact that only a small number of MANETs have been practically 

implemented, this work relies on simulations to prove its point. The simu

lated scenarios that are evident throughout the work are reliant on numerous 

parameters, which include not only the patterns of communication but also 

the model for mobility. It is well acknowledged that the pattern of commu-
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nication places a significant impact on the performance protocol for routing 

and would benefit from an exclusive study [14]. Note that, as compared to 

many other studies in this area, the communication pattern must be fixed to 

take into account source destinations that are picked at random. 

These source destinations should be paired with appropriate sessions. 

In the coming days there are expectations that MANETs will be deployed in 

various scenarios that tend to have complex connectivity dynamics and node 

mobility. A good example would be a MANET on a battlefield wherein the 

soldiers' movement is dictated by their commander. For a citywide MANET, 

the movement of the nodes is limited by maps or obstacles. Note that mobil

ity of the node and its properties are specific to the application in question; 

therefore, mobility properties that are widely varying possess the ability to 

greatly impact the performance of the various protocols for routing i.e. DSR 

and AODV. 

2.2 Routing Protocols in MANETs 

Routing of information differentiates MANET networks from other networks 

that follow an ad-hoc structure. A number of different protocols for routing 

(e.g. AODV, DSR) have been suggested; every one of the protocols offers 

some benefits over the previous approach. Generally speaking, a protocol for 

routing from a given ad hoc needs to have a given set of properties [13]. 

These are: 
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• Loop free: The existence of loops within the path that leads an ele

ment from the starting point to the ending point will lead to inefficient 

routing. The worst case scenario results in the packets traversing the 

loop indefinitely without reaching the destination. 

• Distributed control: For centralized routing technique, all the topolog

ical information is stored in one node and all the routing decisions are 

made by one node. This makes it neither robust nor scalable. A cen

tral router also means one point of failure; another significant problem 

that arises in a network near the central router is overcrowding with 

responses and queries relating to routing. 

• Fast routing: packets can get to the destination from the origin of the 

router based on how fast decisions relating to routing are executed. 

This is due to the likelihood that packets pick routes based on the 

node mobility and rate of disruption. 

• Localized response to changes in topology: any change found to be a 

topological nature within a segment of the network leads to alterations 

in the overall strategy that governs the routing itself. This is true for 

all parts of the network, no matter how distant. 

• Multiplicity routes: Node mobility can result in the disruption of cer

tain routes, even then other routes need to stay open for the delivery 

of the en route packets. 
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• Power efficiency: An efficient routing protocol means that the protocol 

must be able to distribute the load. If this is not done, shut-off nodes 

may result in partitioned topologies that may cause inaccessible roots. 

• Security: For authentication, interacting nodes, non-abrogation and 

encryption mean for networks that function privately , a network pro

tocol should be secure in order to avoid routing deceptions. 

• Quality of service aware: a protocol for routing needs to take into 

account the quality of the process. It has to be able to notice delays and 

throughputs which conform to a source-destination pair. In addition 

there is also a requirement whereby longevity can be verified for real

time applications which depend on it. 

2.2.1 Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) 

DSR makes use of the altered form of source routing. DSR process is sepa

rated into 2 functional parts: the part that performs route discovery and the 

part that performs maintenance on the routes. The route discovery option 

is normally implemented in situations where the unknown hosts have to be 

accessed through routes. On the other hand, the route maintenance oper

ation is used for monitoring the accuracy of existing routes and to perform 

route initiation discovery in the event that a route does not function as per 

expectations [9]. 

In terms of the protocol in question, at the point a node is required to 
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deliver a packet to a place which it has no knowledge of, the route discovery 

has to be requested from a neighbor. That neighbor acts by either sending 

a reply to the requester or forwarding the request to another neighbor once 

their addresses are attached to the request, which serves as the routing source. 

Note that each note will get the route request message and then acts by doing 

the following: 

Figure 2.1: Record building during route discovery in DSR 

• For a node that has already seen the request, the request must be 

discarded. 

• For a node that has not seen the request, and the address of the host 

already exists in the route, it should also be discarded. 
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• If the destination is not the host , the hosts address is appended in the 

packet then forwarded to every single neighbor that exists. 

0 

Figure 2.2: Propagation of a route in DSR 

Note that the message that serves as a reply on the route can be returned 

to the original through two methods. First , in the case that the host , which 

needs to respond , has an existing route with the initiator, that one can be 

used for the response. Otherwise the route from the request message itself 

can be utilized for the reply. Route maintenance is carried out whenever an 

error exists in a route that is active. 

At any point where a node on a route accepts that it cannot touch the 

next destination and has no ability to accomplish the task a Route Error 

message is generated and delivered to the initiator of the data packets [14]. 
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These Route Error messages contain addresses of the nodes from where the 

packets originated and the unreachable hop that's up next. For a new route, 

route discovery can only be implemented by the initiator once it is removed 

all set routes from the cache which contained information on the node that 

presented an error. 

2.2.2 Ad Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) 

Another type of ondemand routing algorithm is Ad hoc On-Demand Distance 

Vector Routing. Its difference from DSR is that DSR is not a routing element 

that is rooted in the source, instead each hop is supported by the fact that 

the route has information on the upcoming hop already. It is important to 

also take into account the fact that AODV's protocol operations are divided 

to serve two main functionalities i.e. maintenance and discovery. The nodes 

commence by sending a Hello message to the neighbors and getting the same 

back from the neighbors as well. 

This first act is repeated periodically to evaluate the neighbors con

nectivity [14]. At any point when the route for a specific point is needed, 

the Route discovery is kick started by the protocol. Messages from Route 

Request are sent from the source to its neighbors. A neighbor that has no 

destination information has to send a notification to the entirety of the neigh

bor family associated with it. When a request arrives at a node which holds 

data regarding the destination point, it replies by sending out Route Reply 

Messages to the initiator in question. 
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It is customary to save the neighbor 's address, from where the original 

Message for the Route Request came. This is important since it helps greatly 

i.e. the node which is responsible for holding the needed data is able to act 

appropriately within the process. Note that , in the intermediate nodes a 

path 15 has been recorded. This path, known as the reverse path, shows the 

route the Route Request Message followed [12] . 

It is crucial to note that at the point a Route Request Message is gen

erated with the originator, a unique ID is allotted to it. Whenever a Route 

Request Message reaches a node, the node will check this ID and the initia

tors address , then throw away the message if it had previously taken care of 

the request in question. Nodes which have data regarding the path which 

---+ 
Wireless Link RREQ message RREP message 

Figure 2.3: AODV route discovery process 
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leads towards the end point send Route Reply Messages to their neighbors 

from whom they receive the Route Request Message; their neighbors then 

have to repeat the process. 

The activity becomes possible through the use of the reverse path gen

erated through Route Request Messages. In as much as the Route Reply 

Message can travel back via the reverse path, the reverse path is just being 

transformed to a forward path, which is made possible if a record is main

tained in terms of the nodes that a Route Reply Message originated from. 

Note that whenever the Route Reply Message arrives at the original initia

tion point , the route has been prepared, and then the original initiating point 

commences its activity of forwarding packets of data [9]. 

Wireless Link 

Figure 2.4: AODV route error message generation 
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In conclusion, both DSR and AODV share a similar on demand behavior 

route discovery for ad hoc networks but with different mechanics for routing. 

However, AODV outperforms DSR routing protocol when we are simulating 

a large number of nodes as in our experiment [13]. This is why AODV is 

used in modeling MANETs in this report. 

2.3 Simulation 

2.3.1 About Network Simulator 2 

NS-2 has been used widely in the capacity of a simulation for networks, more 

specifically a network for discrete events. It works with simulations that cater 

1 

___. 
Wireless Link RREQ message RREP message 

Figure 2.5: AODV route maintenance process 
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to both wireless and wired networks . Developed at UC , Berkeley University, 

it is an open source simulator that lets a user alter or develop any given 

protocol - be it wired or wireless. The emulation feature helps use a realtime 

scheduler to implement the simulator within a live network. This helps link 

the execution of the event from the simulator in realtime contexts. Figure 

2.6 represents a simplified users view of the simulator. 

tJ 
I OTcl:Tclmterpreter [Jj 
I with 00 extention 

---+ : ---+ --+ 
I NS Simulator library 

Analysis 
• Event Scheduler Objects I 
• Network Component Objects I 
* Network setup Helping I ~ 

OTclScript 

Simulation 

Program 

Modules(Plumbing Modules) , Simulation 

.___ _____ .....,I ResWU ~ C 
NAM 

Network 

Animator 

Figure 2.6: Network Simulation 2 structure 

NS2 is a package of tools that runs under both UNIX and Windows 

operating systems that use TCL scripts to simulate the behavior of networks. 

The user proceeds to write OTcl scripts to define network nodes and topology 

and then to kick start the events, and then to analyze the events for better 

understanding the network behavior. 
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NS-2 can create nodes connected via links if we simulate wired networks, 

or nodes moving in the topology if we simulate wireless networks. The sim

ulation results in one or more trace files that we can read and analyze. Also, 

NS-2 can display the results in a graphical simulation tool called Network 

Animator (NAM). NAM is an animation tool in NS-2 that can display the 

network simulation and packet traces. 

2.3.2 Characteristics of Network Simulator 2 [NS-2] 

The NS-2 implements the following features [8]: 

• Router queue Management Techniques such as DropTail, RED, CBQ, 

• Routing 

• Packet flow 

• Simulation of wireless networks 

• Satellite and Terrestrial (cellular, ad hoc, WLAN, GPRS, BLUETOOTH), 

• IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi), Mobile-IP 

• Ad hoc protocols - DSR, TORA, DSDV and AODV. 

• Multicasting 

• Transport Agents such as UDP /TCP 

• Applications- Telnet, FTP, Ping 
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• Network Topology 

• Traffic Source Behavior- www, CBR, VBR 

• Tracing Packets on all links/ specific links 

2.4 Mobility Patterns 

To cover all the mobility pattern scenarios from totally random to highly pre

dictable, patterns of mobility can be categorized as: random, semi-deterministic 

and deterministic [4). 

2.4.1 Deterministic Mobility Pattern 

The deterministic mobility model can be taken as one of the most simple and 

predictable models illustrating mobility. For instance, if the nodes conform 

to a straight line movement the divergence of the path points to deviation 

vectors linked to any of the two positions that conform to a value of 0. This 

basically points to the fact that the nodes continue on moving along the same 

path, and direction. 
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Pos. 2 
Pos. 1 

At time t At t ime ( t + ~t ) 

Figure 2.7: Node movement with respect to t ime 

2.4.2 Semi-Deterministic Mobility Pattern 

A good illustration of this type of mobility pattern is a forward-moving bat

talion made up of tanks. Note that the route every single tank conforms to is 

not outlined although the movement is in a general direction. Although the 

individual tanks have no specific direction, a typical blueprint of a column 

can be seen developing from this. This type of mobility pattern is known as 

the column model. 
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Figure 2.8: The column model 

2.4.3 Random Mobility Pattern 

The Random Mobility Pattern type of motion is completely stateless; the 

next movement is completely unrelated to the past movement. This points 

to the fact that no boundaries have been forced on the maximum divergence 

when it comes to the nodes and their trajectory. The random pattern renders 

their movement erratic. 
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Figure 2.9: Random motion of a node 

2.5 Mobility Movement Models in Wireless 

Network 

Considering how important node mobility is in the design of an effective al

gorithm for routing in terms of mobile ad hoc networks , current studies have 

focused more on shifting toward mobility characterization. Research con

ducted previously ad hoc asserted that nodes conform to a random pattern 

of mobility: the model , random in nature, saw a pause and move stimula-
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tion, noting that subsequent move's speed and course were independent of 

the node's previous moves. Even then, it is not a stretch to say that it is 

logical to anticipate to a large extent a relationship and connection in terms 

of both the past along with future movements of direction and speed [14]. 

Therefore, in as much as a node acts separately, its actions are dependent on 

the actions of other nodes. If this dependence factor can be extracted, a given 

margin of certainty can be brought within the node's upcoming movement. 

A good illustration of mobility pattern predictability is to consider a 

fleet of transit buses. Each bus movement cannot be completely random; 

otherwise the whole idea of a bus service becomes null and void. If you 

are to factor in the multitude of parameters, for example, limitations on 

speed, routes, and time checks, it is quite easy and possible to predict the 

bus locations at any time to some degree of accuracy. Situations will always 

arise where the node movement has no predetermined way [14]. For instance, 

take the case of an earthquake rescue mission, where a soldier has to step 

forward and perform certain duties. 

In all likelihood the soldier will attempt to cover the largest possible area 

through the most random path possible, while communicating with several 

other soldiers who are part of the same operation. In this case the mobility 

pattern will tend to be very unpredictable. The design of the mobility models 

serves to represent the movement pattern for mobile users, their respective 

geographical locations; speed and acceleration differ with respect to time. 

An important aspect of mobility models is that they have a notable 
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impact in terms of protocol performance. This implies that mobility models 

should reflect real life scenarios of their targeted applications in order to be 

effectively used in MANET simulation. Therefore, it is important to choose 

the appropriate mobility models when evaluating the effectiveness of the 

MANET protocols and to have a prior understanding of the mobility models 

and the various ways they may affect protocol performance. The various 

classes of the mobility models are outlined below [5]. 

2.5.1 Trace based mobility models (TBMM) 

This mobility model is created from the traces of wireless networks in real 

life scenarios including the movements of the nodes. A major challenge as

sociated with achieving real life traces is due to the limited deployment of 

the MANET. The main objective of the trace based mobility model is to 

establish a node pattern movement that reflects the attributes of wireless 

networks in real life. Trace based models are sometimes known as synthetic 

models [10]. 

2.5.2 Random mobility models 

There are diverse implementations of random mobility. NS2 uses the Random 

Waypoint model. The significant limitation associated with random mobility 

models is that they do not reflect the real life scenario. However, they are 

usually easy to implement compared to other node movement patterns. 
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The implementation of the Random Waypoint Mobility models using 

NS-2 is outlined in the following steps [8]: 

1. The simulation begins by each node selecting one point within the 

simulated region randomly, as the end point. 

2. The mobile node then travels toward the selected destination m a 

uniform and random manner from its initial position denoted by [O, 

Vmax], whereby the parameter Vmax represents the maximum per

missible speed of the nodes in the simulation field. Neither the velocity 

nor the direction of each node is the same. 

3. The point at which the node gets to its target, it stops for what is 

known as a pause time. If this particular period of time is O the result 

is a continuous mobility. The node, once it has served the specified 

paused time, then picks another end point at random, within the field 

of simulation and accelerates towards it. The process repeats itself until 

the end of the simulation by the NS-2. 

2.5.3 Models having temporal dependency 

There are various constraints that may affect the mobility of a node, such 

as the physical laws that affect acceleration, speed and the rates of direction 

change. The underlying principle is that the present speed of a mobile node is 

affected by previous velocity. This implies that there is a connection between 

the velocities at different time slots of a single node. This aspect of mobility 
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is referred to as temporal dependency of velocity. The significant limitation 

associated with this kind of mobility model is that it does not adequately 

reflect the real life scenarios. 

2.5.4 Models having spatial dependency 

The functionality of this node movement pattern depends on the collabo

ration that exists between the various nodes. This implies that the mobile 

nodes movement patterns are influenced by the state of the adjacent nodes. 

2.5.5 Mobility models based on geographic restriction 

Just like real life contexts, nodes movement patterns are subject to geograph

ical limitations, such as freeways and pathways. It is assumed that the nodes 

use the pseudorandom strategy by use of predefined pathways within the 

area of simulation. Examples of mobility models that use this approach are 

the pathway mobility model and the obstacle mobility model [15]. 
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Chapter 3 

Investigation of selected linear 

movement patterns 

This chapter will provide an overview of our experiment. Section 3.1 intro

duces the setdest in detail. Section 3.2 introduces the different selected linear 

movement patterns. 

3.1 Base case: setdest 

As we discussed in the previous chapters, NS-2 is powerful enough to ex

periment with the network capability for both wired and wireless networks. 

Along with the increasing number of wireless network devices, we need a way 

to test and evaluate these networks performance since most of these devices 

are not stationary. The NS-2 has the ability, and a built in method called 
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setdest, to move the nodes from their current position coordinates to the 

next position at a specific speed. Lets consider this example: 

$ns_ at 20.0 11 $node1 setdest 510.00 315.00 15.00 

pnsS.15 pus l5,l5 

pos !'i.30 

Figure 3.1: setdest movement strategy 

This code will allow the node named nodel to move to toward coordinate 

(510.00 , 315.00) once the simulation time reaches 20.0 seconds at a speed time 

of 15.00 m/s (meter per second) . 

Writing this command in NS-2 with too many nodes would be a difficult 

task. Also , the node positions may not be accurate enough. Therefore, the 

NS-2 developers provided a utility, "setdest" that uses a Random Waypoint 

Mobility Model , as it is the most popular in network simulations. This 

technique is based on pause time. Thus , each node will have a pause time, 
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making it wait to be directed to the next position at a randomly chosen rate 

of speed. This procedure will continue until the end of the simulation. 

As shown in Figure 3.1, node 1 will pause in the position (15, 15), 

then pick a random position (5, 15) and move to that position at a speed 

of 20 m/s. When node 1 reaches the (5, 15) destination, it will pause for a 

moment, then move to the position of (5, 30) at a speed of 30 m/s. This 

movement pattern will continue until the end of the simulation time. These 

two movements need two commands in NS2. However, if you had 50 nodes, 

and if each node moved 10 times, then 50 commands would be needed for 

each node. 

In NS2, there is a CMU utility program called setdest which will solve 

the problem addressed above. This tool uses the Random Waypoint model 

to generate a random position for a large number of nodes along with their 

movements and speeds. Only one command line is needed to generate the 

file, which will include: 

• Number of nodes 

• Pause time 

• Maximum speed 

• Simulation time 

• Maximum X coordinate 

• Maximum Y coordinate 
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The command for generating a setdest file would be the following: 

./setdest [-n number_of_nodes] [-p paus_etime] [-s max_speed] 

[-t simulation_time] [-x max_x] 

NS2. 

[-y max_y] > [movement-generator-file-name] 

Once the movement file 1s generated, it must be recalled in the tel for 

ii nodes: 3, pause: (J.00. max. speed: 50.00. max x: JOO()_(}(/, max y: 1000 00 

$node (0) set X 51.980472824521 
Snode (OJ set Y 225.443940584627 
$node~(()) set Z 0.000000000000 
Snode ( I J set X 606.3 740775 28205 
$node·(!> set Y 9X.906709713069 
Snode (I) set Z_ 0.000000000000 
Snode (2) set X X97.321J75702234 
$node· (2) set Y 454.622940058255 
Snode (2) set Z 0.000000000000 
Sns at 0.000000000000 "$node (0) setdcst 554.3748224i!7580 728.395599989753 34. 723183448059'' 
$ns at O.llOO(lOOOOOO<J{J "Snode .(I l sctdcst 57.55220026%19 674.186900544650 45.2222K0536K33" 
$ns al 0.000000000000 "Snode· (2) scldestM3.Jl5223466970 140.645528271391 11.155946301.\98" 
$god set-distO I 16777215 
$god set-dist O 2 167772 l 5 
$god set-dist I 2 16777215 
Sns at 5.695821049761 ''$god set-dist O J I" 
Sns_al 14.424417581651 "$goo set-diMO I 16777215" 
Sns at 17.5816065221 I 8 "$node ( l) setdcst 176.3072497378~2 622.947331884188 38.738210803724" 
Sns al 20.4729/\1422')74 "$node (0) setdest 334.2504949597l<K 392.6.H451l0216347.30541847861!1" 
Sns · at 20.920370845124 ''$node·( I) setdcst 974.0l 1X44395302 267.501956466680 31.582524259380" 
Sns al 23.0i93829K672l "$goo. set-d1~t O I I" 
Sns_ at 2K9600127K2937 "$node (01 sctdest 772.69M,66137020 l 12.K55026608763 ~4.90K9520!<46l 7" 
Ii 

Ii Destination L'nreachables: 4 

# Roule Changes: 3 
Ii 

# Link Changes: 3 

# Node Route Changes Link ( "hanges 
0 i 1 I 3 

# J 3 I 
01 0 

Figure 3.2: setdest output file sample 
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3.2 Scenarios 

Performance analysis of mobile and wireless networks relies on the movement 

patterns of users as one aspect. The random mobility model that the setdest 

utility used to generate random movements for the nodes was simulated by 

the pause and move strategy. In this strategy each next movement and speed 

is independent of the previous move. We decided to come up with an idea 

for having movements that are linear and similar to some real movements. 

For example, a train that connected airport terminals is going back 

and forth for faster connection between the terminals, and that would be 

similar to our horizontal and vertical motions. Also, a good illustration of 

mobility pattern predictability is to consider a fleet of transit buses. Each 

bus movement cannot be completely random; otherwise the whole idea of a 

bus service would be null and void. Given the various parameters such as 

speed limits, routes, and time-checks, it is quite easy and possible to predict 

the bus locations at any time to some degree of accuracy and that would be 

similar to our square and specified area motions. 

How to generate a new movement: 

To create our own tools for generating node movements for NS-2 sim

ulation, we studied the output format which generated from setdest. Then, 

we created a JAVA program which generates a file similar to the setdest file 

generator. 

Pick a new position: 
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The random class in Java is used to assign a random position initially. 

The program generates 1000*1000 topology, with 100 second time simulation, 

n number of nodes distributed randomly using a java math library function 

and labeled as XYZ coordinates (Z coordinate takes the value of O since we 

are simulating in 2D) as well as a speed for each movement. The java math 

library function Math.random() generates a double value in the range [0,1]. 

Then we multiply this random number by the size of the topology, where x 

is 1000 and y is 1000 to have the initial nodes position randomly. 

XO= Math.random()* x; 

YO= Math.random()* y; 

Use setdest to move to a new position: 

In the file, setdest will be used to move the node from position to position. 

$ns_ at 0.000000000000 "$node_(3) setdest 

554.374822487580 728.395599989753 34.723183448059 

Low speed and High speed: The motion period is fixed, but the distance 

varies due to the random placement of the destination points. Further, the 

velocity is computed as the (random) distance divided by the (fixed) period. 

Therefore the velocity will be "on average" higher for smaller periods ( which 

correspond to more motions within the fixed simulation time). 

After we define the initial node position, we calculate the speed that each 

node must have to reach the next destination in the right time. Number of 
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movement is known in our experiment as how many times a node will move 

during the simulation. The higher the number of movements assigned, the 

higher the speed will be. We divided the total simulation time by the number 

of movements to receive a time slot that will be added to the next time where 

the node starts the next movement. Our first node movement will start at 

time 0.0 sec. If we have 50 movements per node, for example, then this 

node will move every 1000 / 50 = 20 sec of the simulation time. The speed is 

calculated based on the time that each node needs to move from its current 

position to the next. 

After we generate the movement file for each movement and with dif

ferent number of nodes, we used AWK script to eliminate the speed column 

from the movement's file. Then we add the speeds for all the nodes and 

calculate the average speed. For our experiment, the average speed of 8.61 

m/s is a low speed whereas 17.22 m/s is a high speed for the movement in 

the different scenarios. 

We extended the JAVA program to create four different motions with 

some constraint as explained below. 

3.2.1 Vertical Motion 

In this motion, each node will assign with X coordinate randomly and stay 

the same for all the movements, while the Y coordinate changes for each 

move during the simulation time. 
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Figure 3.3: Vertical motion 

The vertical movement is perpendicular to a line from the traffic source 

node to the traffic destination node. When the node is moving from its 

current position to the next position, it counts as one move in this motion. 

For the node speed, it is calculated based on the current Y position of the 

node minus the new random chosen Y position and then divided by the time 

per movement. The higher the number of movements per node, the higher 

the average speed among the movements during the simulation time will be. 

3.2.2 Horizontal Motion 

The horizontal motion is parallel to a line from the traffic source node to the 

traffic destination node. This movement motion does exactly the opposite of 
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the vertical movement, where the Y coordinate remains the same while the 

X coordinate changes for each move during the simulation time. 

Figure 3.4: Horizontal motion 

The speed is calculated in a similar manner as the speed in vertical 

motion, except that we will use the X coordinate to calculate the speed for 

the movements rather than Y coordinate. 

3.2.3 Square Motion 

This movement motion allows the nodes to move m a square path with 

different speeds for each node during the simulation time. This square path 

is assigned to be a 100* 100 square for the topology area for each node. Each 

node takes a random position at first. Second, it moves to the right by 
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adding 100 to its initial position. Third, it moves up by 100 from its previous 

position. Finally, it moves to the left by adding 100 to the previous position. 

A full square path is followed by each node and repeated until the end of the 

simulation time. 

pos 1 

pos 4 

pos3 

Figure 3.5: Square motion 

3.2.4 Specified Area Motion 

This movement motion keeps the nodes moving randomly using the java math 

library function Math.random() in a specified area (200*200 in our experi

ment). Each node will have an initial random position once the simulation 

starts. 

XO= Math.random()* 1000; 
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YO= Math . random( )* 1000 ; 

Then each node will move to the newly assigned position but will not go 

beyond 200*200 from its first position during the simulation time. The new 

position simply will be calculated by either adding 200 to either its initial 

X coordinate, Y coordinate, or both, or by subtracting 200 from either its 

initial X coordinate, Y coordinate, or both or a combination of them. 

Figure 3.6: Specified Area motion 

3.3 Node Communication Model 

In our study for the movement performance, we create two fixed stationary 

nodes. Their position is close to the boundary as shown in Figure 3. 7. 
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Node ( 0) represents the source node, and node ( 1) represents the destination 

node. Number of nodes, e.g. 5, 10, 15 etc, are moving around. The source 

node sends one constant bit rate (CBR) packet per one second during the 

simulation time. The amount of generated data, since each packet size is 500 

bytes, is 1 *500*8 = 4.0 kbit/s. Once there is a connection, the packet will 

be received at the destination node. 

G) 

G) 

Figure 3.7: NAM animation 

For our experiment, the traffic connection between the source and des

tination is set to send packets from the fixed (i.e. not moving) node (0) and 

to receive them at the fixed node (1). 

TCP connections between node ( 0) and node ( 1) 

set udp_(O) [new Agent/UDP] 
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$ns_ attach-agent $node_(O) $udp_(O) 

set nullO [new Agent/UDP] 

$ns_ attach-agent $node_(1) $nu110 

set cbr_(O) [new Application/Traffic/CBR] 

$cbr_(O) set packetSize_ 500 

$cbr_(O) set interval 1 

$cbr_(O) attach-agent $udp_(O) 

$ns_ connect $udp_(O) $nu110 

$ns_ at 0.0 11 $cbr_(O) start" 

3.4 Experiment setup 

The simulation time for our experiment is set to be 1000 sec in a topology of 

size 1000m * 1000m. We test different node densities starting from 5 nodes 

up to 100 nodes, which including the two stationary nodes. We run the 

simulation 10 times for each node density and then we calculate the average 

of these runs. 

Basic simulation settings 

The basic settings of NS-2 are fixed and defined for our experiment. 
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Table 3.1: Experiment setup 

I Parameter Value I 

Simulation time 1000 sec 
Topology size 1000 m * 1000 m 
Number of mobile nodes 5, 10, 15 ,20 ,25 ,30 ,35 ,40 ,60 ,80, 100 
Number of source nodes 1 
Number of destination nodes 1 
Traffic Type Constant bit rate cbr 
Packet size 500 kb 
Number of simulation runs per experiment 10 times 

Table 3.2: The basic settings of NS-2 simulation 

I Parameter name Value I 

Channel type WirelessChannel 
Radio propagation model TwoRayGround 

Network interface type WirelessPhy 
MAC type 802.11 
Interface queue (IFQ) type DropTail/Pri Queue 
Link layer type LL 
Antenna model OmniAntenna 
Ad hoc routing AODV 

3.5 Performance Metric 

The second aim of this experiment is to compare the ability of the four cho

sen linear movement patterns in terms of the base case movement pattern 

setdest. Simulating the movements and examining their behaviors shows 

the differences in movement patterns. Since we always have the same num-
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her of packets sent, we only need to quantify packets that are received at 

the destination node to do the evaluation. The packet delivery will be our 

performance metric in the experiment. We can count the number of packets 

received from the NS2 trace file by using the following AWK and grep scripts: 

An AWK script was used to count the receiving packets. 

For example: to count the sending packets from the source node(O) 

Include all sending data from the trace file named movement.tr in the 'out' 

file. 

awk '/s -t/' movement.tr> out 

Include from the out file only the packets that are send from node(O) in the 

'outO' file. 

awk '$9 == 0' out> outO 

Count the cbr packets in outO. 

cat outO lgrep cbrl wc 

The same technique used for the receiving packets at the destination node( 1): 

Include all receiving data from the trace file named movement.tr in the 'out' 

file. 

awk '/r -t/' movement.tr> out 

Include from the out file only the packets that are recieved by node(l) in the 

'outl' file. 
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awk '$9 == 1' out> out1 

Count the cbr packets in outl. 

cat out1 lgrep cbrl wc 

Microsoft Excel sheet used to create tables and graphs for the results in 

our experiment. 
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Chapter 4 

Results 

4.1 Base case scenario setdest 

As stated in chapter 3, the base case scenario in our experiment used the 

setdest utility to generate random movements for the nodes. The experiment 

for this movement was run 10 times for each node density and calculated the 

average of packet delivery. 
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Figure 4.1: Random motion result 
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In graph 4.1 , the three curves represent the number of packets received 

at three different maximum speeds. The figure shows that the number of 

packets received per node decreases with high node density, with respect to 

the maximum speed increases from 25 , 50 to 500 sec. This result is based on 

the random movement generated from setdest in NS-2. 

The graph also shows that more packets are dropped with larger maxi

mum speeds at higher node densities. 

4.2 Vertical motion results 

In this scenario , where the nodes are moving only up and down (i.e. , per

pendicular to the geographical direction between the source and destination) 
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during the simulation time with random speed, we observe the average packet 

received for each node density after 10 experiment times. As graph 4.2 il

lustrates the comparison of vertical motion in low and high average speed. 

For our experiment , we increase the number of node movements to increase 

the average speed for each node. The maximum average speed will increase 

as long as we increase the number of node movements. 

The graph also shows that the number of received packets per node starts 

to decrease with high density as we increase the number of movements for the 

nodes. The node density is no longer the primary factor in dropped packets 

after a certain density is reached. After this density is reached, average speed 

becomes the primary deciding factor in how many packets are dropped. 

Low vs High speed "Vertical motion" 
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Figure 4.2: Vertical motion result 
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4.3 Horizontal motion results 

The horizontal motion as explained before allows the nodes to move only in 

the direction of the two stationary nodes, which is in our experiment would 

be right and left. Also, we run the experiment for this motion 10 times for 

each node density and calculated the average. 

As graph 4.3 illustrates the comparison of horizontal motion in low and 

high average speed. The number of dropped packets starts to increase if we 

run the simulation for 15 nodes and higher for a higher average maximum 

speed. The reason behind that is some nodes from the initial random position 

will be so far from the two stationary nodes that these nodes will be out 

of range to deliver the cbr packets. Also, because of this motion and the 

direction for these nodes that randomly have a starting position out of range, 

they will be in range for a very short period of time with higher speeds. 
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Figure 4.3: Horizontal motion result 
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Comparison between vertical and horizontal motion in low and 

high speed: 

For both motions that we create, graph 4.4 shows no difference for the de

livery rate with lower average speed, whereas with the higher average speed, 

we can see from graph 4.5 that vertical motion has a better performance 

based on the packet delivery. 
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Vertical vs Horizontal "Low speed" 
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Figure 4.4: Vertical vs Horizontal low speed result 

Vertical vs Horizontal "High speed" 
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Figure 4.5: Vertical vs Horizontal high speed result 
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4.4 Square path motion result 

In the square path, we are combining the vertical and horizontal motions 

into this motion but we are limiting the movement to have a square path. 

Therefore, each node will move only 100*100 form its initially random 

position. With t he square motion, we are limiting the node movements by 

not going beyond a certain area to create this motion. Therefore, there will 

not be a noticeable difference except when we have 40 nodes or higher when 

changing the node speed. 
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Figure 4.6: Square Path motion result 
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4.5 Specified Area Motion result 

Specified area motion keeps the nodes move randomly but in limited area 

which is in our experiment 200m * 200m from the topology size 1000m * 

1000m. 

With the specified area motion, the nodes are moving more than the 

other motions. As we notice from setdest the packet will drop as long as 

there is movement and the more node movements , the more packets will be 

dropped. In Figure 4. 7, the maximum of 830 packets received was with 

higher node density and lower speed, whereas 730 packets were received with 

the same node density and higher speed. 
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Figure 4. 7: Specified Area motion result 
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4.6 Comparing the different four motions 

At both high and low speeds specified area drops the most packets and ver

tical motion drops the fewest. Square motion is more reliable at high speeds 

than horizontal motion, but less reliable at low speeds. 
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Figure 4.8: Comparing different motions with low speed 

This is because square motion performs both vertical and horizontal 

motion and at lower speeds suffers more packet loss during the horizontal 

motion and vertical motions that occur while out of range. For all motions at 

high node density, movement speed becomes the primary factor in reliability 

and higher speeds cause more packets to be dropped. 
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Figure 4.9: Comparing different motions with high speed 

From our experiment , we notice that when there is no motion among the 

nodes , either zero percent ( no path from source to destination expect ) or 

100 percent ( path expect ) of the packets will be delivered. The possibility 

of receiving all the packets sent raise with high node density. As long as the 

nodes start to move, the packet delivery starts to decrease. 

When we have the nodes distributed randomly in our experiment topol

ogy, there are no packets received when we have very low node density. Once 

we have 20 or more nodes distributed randomly, there will be either zero or 

100 percent of the packets received. The more node density, the better are 

our chances of having 100 percent of the packets delivered. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion 

In this report we presented four different node movement patterns for use in 

MANETs. These include: the horizontal movement which the node move in 

the geographical direction of forwarding packets, the vertical movement (per

pendicular to the above), the movement in a square paths, and the movement 

in a specified area. 

For comparison we also tested the MANET with nodes movement from 

setdest utility. We observed that the movement of the nodes affects the 

performance of packet delivery in the simulated MANET. 

5.1 The work results 

The results of the simulation indicate that the highest number of received 

packets among the experiments with different movement motions were record-
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ed in the experiment with the vertical motion due to the nature of the simu

lation where the nodes are moving up and down, i.e. perpendicularly to the 

direction of forwarding packets. 

In this scenario most of the nodes remain in the range of the two sta

tionary nodes. It is also observed that the performance is better when the 

movement speed is low. We also observed that the vertical motion has bet

ter results than horizontal especially at high speed (89% delivered vs. 80% 

delivered in the simulation with n=40 nodes). The horizontal motion causes 

the most displacement for the node relative to the source and destination 

nodes. Once the nodes are placed out of range by horizontal motion, will 

continue to be out of range and not forwarding data. 

As expected we observed that the speed of the movement affects the 

performance of the MANETs in all movement types. Packets are dropped 

frequently at higher speeds even at high node densities. For example, for 

the horizontal motion the average packet delivery in the simulation with 40 

nodes was 93% at low speed and only 80% at high speed. The specific area 

motion always gives the worst results in our experiment. 

Based on our experiments we recommend that if a MANET was to be 

set up with nodes having constrained movement, particularly if each node 

was allowed to move along a single line, back and forth, the best arrangement 

would be to have the nodes move perpendicularly to the direction of packet 

transfer, and to limit their speed. 
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5.2 Future work 

Based on our results, we suggest further testing of all the movements with 

changing the parameters, such as raising or lowering the square area and 

specified area size. Furthermore, define different linear movement patterns 

that vary from the one we investigated. Finally, different routing protocols 

could be used to test and compare the movement patterns such as DSR and 

DSDV. 
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Chapter 6 

Appendix 

6.1 SetDestXcord class 

SetDestXcord class generates verticle motion 

import java.io.BufferedWriter; 
import java.io.File; 
import java.io.FileWriter; 
import java.text.NumberFormat; 
import java.util.Scanner; 

public final class SetDestXcord { 
public static void main(String ... aArgs) { 

Scanner input= new Scanner(System.in); 
System.out.print("# Number of Node: "); 
int node= input.next!nt(); 
int X = 1000; 
int y = 1000; 
int run= 50; 
int t = 1000; 

double xCordinate = O; 
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double yCordinate = O; 

NumberFormat format= NumberFormat.getNumberinstance(); 
format.setMaximumFractionDigits(10); 
format.setMinimumFractionDigits(10); 
StringBuffer bf= new StringBuffer(); 
try { 
File file= new File("/home/mohammed/Desktop/Analyze/test.txt"); 
BufferedWriter bw = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(file)); 

for (inti= 2; i < node; i++) { 
xCordinate =Math.random()* x; 
yCordinate =Math.random()* y; 

bf.append( 11 $node_( 11 + (i) + 11
) set X_ 11 

+ format.format(xCordinate) + 11 \n"); 
bf.append( 11 $node_( 11 + (i) + 11

) set Y_ 11 

+ format.format(yCordinate) + 11 \n"); 
bf.append( 11 $node_( 11 + (i) + 11

) set Z_ 0.000000000000" 
+ 11\nll); 

double tCordinate = 0.0; 
double yold = yCordinate; 
double timePerMovement = t/nm; 

for (int n = O; n < nm; n++) { 
yCordinate = Math.abs(yCordinate-y); 
double mCordinate = Math.abs(yold - yCordinate)/timePerMovement; 
bf.append( 11 $ns_ at 11 + format.format(tCordinate) + 11 \"$node_("+ 
(i)+ 11

) setdest 11 + format.format(xCordinate) +11 11 + 
format.format(yCordinate)+" "+ format.format(mCordinate)+"\ 1111 +11 \n"); 
yCordinate =Math.random()* y; 
tCordinate += timePerMovement; 
} 

} 

bw.write(bf.toString()); 
bw. close(); 
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} catch (Exception e) { 
e.printStackTrace(); 
} 

} 

} 

6.2 SetDestYcord class 

SetDest Y cord class generates horizontal motion 

import java.io.BufferedWriter; 
import java.io.File; 
import java.io.FileWriter; 
import java.text.NumberFormat; 
import java.util.Scanner; 

public final class SetDestXcord { 
public static void main(String ... aArgs) { 

Scanner input= new Scanner(System.in); 
System.out.print("# Number of Node: "); 
int node= input.nextint(); 
int X = 1000; 
int y = 1000; 
int run= 50; 
int t = 1000; 

double xCordinate = O; 
double yCordinate = O; 

NumberFormat format= NumberFormat.getNumberinstance(); 
format.setMaximumFractionDigits(10); 
format.setMinimumFractionDigits(10); 
StringBuffer bf= new StringBuffer(); 
try { 
File file= new File("/home/mohammed/Desktop/Analyze/test.txt"); 
BufferedWriter bw = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(file)); 
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for (inti= 2; i < node; i++) { 
xCordinate =Math.random()* x; 
yCordinate =Math.random()* y; 

bf.append( 11 $node_( 11 + (i) + 11
) set X_ 11 

+ format.format(xCordinate) + 11 \n"); 
bf.append( 11 $node_( 11 + (i) + 11

) set Y_ 11 

+ format.format(yCordinate) + 11 \n"); 
bf.append( 11 $node_( 11 + (i) + 11

) set Z_ 0.000000000000" 
+ "\n"); 

double tCordinate = 0.0; 
double xold = xCordinate; 
double timePerMovement = t/nm; 

for (int n = O; n < nm; n++) { 
xCordinate = Math.abs(yCordinate-y); 
double mCordinate = Math.abs(xold - xCordinate)/timePerMovement; 
bf.append("$ns_ at 11 + format.format(tCordinate) + 11 \"$node_("+ 
(i)+ 11

) setdest 11 + format.format(xCordinate) +11 11 + 
format.format(yCordinate)+" "+ format.format(mCordinate) 
+II\ 1111 + II \n II ) ; 
xCordinate =Math.random()* x; 
tCordinate += timePerMovement; 
} 
} 

bw.write(bf.toString()); 
bw.close(); 

} catch (Exception e) { 
e.printStackTrace(); 
} 

} 
} 
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6.3 SqarePath class 

SqarePath class generates square motion 

import java.io.BufferedWriter; 
import java.io.File; 
import java.io.FileWriter; 
import java.text.NumberFormat; 
import java.util.Scanner; 

public final class SqarePath { 

public static void main(String ... aArgs) { 
Scanner input= new Scanner(System.in); 
System.out.print("# Number of Node: 11

); 

int node= input.next!nt(); 
int X = 1000; 
int y = 1000; 
int nm= 60; 
int t = 1000; 

double xCordinate = O; 
double yCordinate = O; 

NumberFormat format= NumberFormat.getNumberinstance(); 
format.setMaximumFractionDigits(10); 
format.setMinimumFractionDigits(10); 

StringBuffer bf= new StringBuffer(); 
try { 
File file= new File("/home/mohammed/Desktop/Analyze/test.txt"); 
BufferedWriter bw = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(file)); 

double xold = 1; 
double yold = 1; 
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for (inti= 2; i < node; i++) { 

xCordinate = getValue(xold, x - node); 
yCordinate = getValue(yold, y - node); 
double height =100; 
double width =100; 
if(yCordinate - height<= 0) 
{ 

height= yCordinate - 0.1; 
} 

if(xCordinate +width>= x) 
{ 

width = x - xCordinate - 0.1; 
} 

if(height + yCordinate >= y) 
height = y - yCordinate - 1; 
if(height + yCordinate < 0) 
height-= yCordinate; 
if(width + xCordinate >= x) 
width= x - xCordinate -1; 

if(width + xCordinate < 0) 
width-= xCordinate; 

bf.append( 11 $node_( 11 + (i) + 11
) set X_ 11 

+ format.format(xCordinate) + 11 \n 11 ); 
bf.append( 11 $node_( 11 + (i) + 11 ) set Y_ 11 

+ format.format(yCordinate) + 11 \n 11 ); 
bf.append( 11 $node_( 11 + (i) + 11 ) set Z_ 0.000000000000 11 

+ 11\nll); 

double timeStamp=O.O; 
if(timeStamp <O) 
timeStamp = 0.0; 
double timePerMovement = ((double)t )/ ((double)nm); 
double speed= Math.random() *(height+ height+ width+ width) 

/ timePerMovement; 
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for(int j=O; j<nm; j++){ 
if (timeStamp<= t){ 
bf.append("$ns_ at"+ format.format(timeStamp) + 11 \"$node_ 
("+(i)+") setdest "+ format.format(xCordinate) +" "+ 
format.format(yCordinate)+" "+ format.format(speed)+"\""+"\n"); 

timeStamp+= height/speed; 
xCordinate+=width; 
bf.append("$ns_ at"+ format.format(timeStamp) +" \"$node_ 
("+(i)+") setdest "+ format.format(xCordinate) +" "+ 
format.format(yCordinate)+" "+ format.format(speed)+"\""+"\n"); 

timeStamp+=width/speed; 
yCordinate+=height; 
bf.append("$ns_ at"+ format.format(timeStamp) +" \"$node_ 
("+(i)+") setdest "+ format.format(xCordinate) +" "+ 
format.format(yCordinate)+" "+ format.format(speed)+"\""+"\n"); 

timeStamp+= height/speed; 

xCordinate-=width; 
bf.append("$ns_ at"+ format.format(timeStamp) +" \"$node_ 
("+(i)+") setdest "+ format.format(xCordinate) +" "+ 
format.format(yCordinate)+" "+ format.format(speed)+"\""+"\n"); 
timeStamp+=width/speed; 
yCordinate -= height; 
} 

} 

} 

bw.write(bf.toString()); 
bw. close(); 

} catch (Exception e) { 
e.printStackTrace(); 
} 

} 
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public static double getValue(double min, double max) 
{ 

return Math.random()* (max - min)+ min; 
} 

} 

6.4 SpecifiedArea class 

SpecifiedArea class generates specified area motion 

import java.io.BufferedWriter; 
import java.io.File; 
import java.io.FileWriter; 
import java.text.NumberFormat; 
import java.util.Scanner; 

public final class SpecifiedArea { 

public static void main(String ... aArgs) { 
Scanner input= new Scanner(System.in); 
System.out.print("# Number of Node: "); 
int node= input.nextint(); 
int X = 1000; 
int y = 1000; 
int nm= 25; 
int t = 1000; 
double xCordinate = O; 
double yCordinate = O; 

NumberFormat format= NumberFormat.getNumberinstance(); 
format.setMaximumFractionDigits(10); 
format.setMinimumFractionDigits(10); 

StringBuffer bf= new StringBuffer(); 
try { 
File file= new File("/home/mohammed/Desktop/Analyze/test.txt"); 
BufferedWriter bw = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(file)); 
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double xold = 1; 
for (inti= 2; i < node; i++) { 
xCordinate = getValue(xold, x - node); 
yCordinate =Math.random()* y; 
double height =200; 
double width =200; 
if(yCordinate - height<= 0) 
{ 

height= yCordinate - 0.1; 
} 

if(xCordinate +width>= x) 
{ 

width = x - xCordinate - 0.1; 
} 

if(height + yCordinate >= y) 
height = y - yCordinate - 1; 

if(height + yCordinate < 0) 
height= -yCordinate; 

if(width + xCordinate >= x) 
width= x - xCordinate -1; 

if(width + xCordinate < 0) 
width= -xCordinate; 

bf.append( 11 $node_( 11 + (i) + 11
) set X_ 11 

+ format.format(xCordinate) + 11 \n"); 
bf.append( 11 $node_( 11 + (i) + 11

) set Y_ 11 

+ format.format(yCordinate) + 11 \n"); 
bf.append( 11 $node_( 11 + (i) + 11

) set Z_ 0.000000000000 11 

+ "\n11); 

double timeStamp=0.00; 
if(timeStamp <O) 
timeStamp = 0.1; 
double timePerMovement = ((double)t )/ ((double)nm); 
double speed= Math.random() *(height+ height+ width+ width) 
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/ timePerMovement; 

for(int j=O; j<nm; j++){ 
if (timeStamp<= t){ 
timeStamp =Math.random()* (t*0.2); 
yCordinate -= height; 
xCordinate+=width; 
bf.append("$ns_ at"+ format.format(timeStamp) +" \"$node_ 
("+(i)+") setdest "+ format.format(xCordinate) +" "+ 
format.format(yCordinate)+" "+ format.format(speed)+"\ 1111 +"\n"); 

timeStamp+= height/speed; 
timeStamp =Math.random()* Ct); 

xCordinate-=width; 
yCordinate += height; 
bf.append("$ns_ at"+ format.format(timeStamp) +" \"$node_ 
("+(i)+") setdest "+ format.format(xCordinate) +" "+ 
format.format(yCordinate)+" "+ format.format(speed)+"\ 1111 +11 \n"); 
timeStamp+=width/speed; 
timeStamp =Math.random()* (t); 
yCordinate+=height; 
xCordinate+=width; 
bf.append("$ns_ at"+ format.format(timeStamp) +" \"$node_ 
("+(i)+") setdest "+ format.format(xCordinate) +" "+ 
format.format(yCordinate)+" "+ format.format(speed)+"\ 1111 +11 \n"); 

timeStamp+= height/speed; 
timeStamp =Math.random()* (t); 
yCordinate-=height; 
xCordinate-=width; 
bf.append("$ns_ at"+ format.format(timeStamp) +" \"$node_ 
("+(i)+") setdest "+ format.format(xCordinate) +" "+ 
format.format(yCordinate)+" "+ format.format(speed)+"\ 1111 +11 \n"); 
yCordinate -= height; 
bf.append("$ns_ at"+ format.format(timeStamp) +" \"$node_ 
("+(i)+") setdest "+ format.format(xCordinate) +" "+ 
format. format (yCordinate)+" "+ format. format (speed)+"\ 1111 +11 \n"); 
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timeStamp+= height/speed; 
timeStamp =Math.random()* (t); 
xCordinate+=width; 
bf.append("$ns_ at 11 + format.format(timeStamp) + 11 \"$node_ 
("+(i)+") setdest "+ format.format(xCordinate) +" "+ 
format.format(yCordinate)+" "+ format.format(speed)+"\ 1111 +11 \n"); 
timeStamp+=width/speed; 
timeStamp =Math.random()* (t); 
yCordinate+=height; 
bf.append("$ns_ at 11 + format.format(timeStamp) + 11 \"$node_ 
("+(i)+") setdest "+ format.format(xCordinate) +" 11 + 
format.format(yCordinate)+" "+ format.format(speed)+"\ 1111 +11 \n"); 
timeStamp+= height/speed; 
timeStamp =Math.random()* (t); 
xCordinate-=width; 
bf.append("$ns_ at 11 + format.format(timeStamp) + 11 \"$node_ 
("+(i)+") setdest "+ format.format(xCordinate) +" 11 + 
format.format(yCordinate)+" "+ format.format(speed)+"\ 1111 +11 \n"); 
timeStamp =Math.random()* (t); 
} 

} 

} 

bw.write(bf.toString()); 
bw. close(); 
} catch (Exception e) { 
e.printStackTrace(); 
} 

} 

public static double getValue(double min, double max) 
{ 

return Math.random()* (max - min)+ min; 
} 

} 
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